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Qbasic manuale italiano

Microsoft quick basic tutorial programming in the basic part one Basic language Program structure Running the program Input task action data and displays simple data types Part Two Arithmetic Variable Standard Standard Expressions Part Three Repeating Phrases Conditional Sentences Absolute
Sentences Part Four Functions Passing Data functions between Qbasic Part Five Standard Functions of Qbasic Part Six Basic Operations with String Merge Procedures and Functions for string use Part Seven of The concept of functions Creating functions Use functions Sub routine concept Sequentially
used archives for the eighth part Direct access archives 1. Part Default Functions Tenth Part Linear Charts Text-like GraphicAl Modes Colors Coordinates Systems Text GraphicAl Way Self-Assessment Presentation Introduction Course Goal Presentation Addresses Programmers , it is an honor to
present to the Internet community this recycled material aimed at graphical programming in QBasic. We also claim to add a grain of sand and partially mask the absence of this type of material in our (neo-Latin) languages. As always, the material we offer you can be sanded. In addition, it can be enriched
with its own input or suitable proposals. Keep in the way that all comments are welcome. Just send comments or suggestions to Cristina Corvi, Roberto Del Togno, Gessica Nobili, Gianmario Speziari, Gianluca Rioggi, Prof. Sergio Casiraghi. Introduction Charts can create drawings, charts, multi-font text,
or any drawing. However, using graphics requires enough work compared to using texto mode on your computer. We intend to implement methods for drawing lines and marks and developing graphics from a suitable perspective. Quick Basic has a large number of graphics routines that make graphics
programming simple, but a programmer can make programming more difficult or simple as they want. This manual is made for users with basic QBASIC information, that is, they know some terms, so it is easier for them to understand what is next. You need math data to use to create charts, polygons,
and circle types.   Note This material is valid for the course's Microsoft Quick Basic 1.1 overall goal Learning the student's mathematical methods, functions, and algorithms to make diagrams for QBASIC and motivate them to enter this field. Click here to get back to the beginning. Seiten, die von der mit
Gefällt mir markiert wurden345 gefällt dasQuick Basic, QBasic, QB6418 gefällt dasLuot this page to learn more about QB64 and encourage other programmers... The 66 gefällt das QBGB Emulator is basically an emulator written on QB64 for a Zilog Z80 processor. Its aim is... Aktueller Beitrag der Seite
In this episode Fellippe and Luke talk about following projects. What about side projects? Are they holding you back or is it worth going on with them because they can be fun? What about the version control? Is it too much for someone who writes code for BASIC? In this episode, Fellippe and Luke talk
about following projects. What about side projects? Are they holding you back or is it worth going on with them because they can be fun? What about the version control? Is it too much... In this episode, we discuss with Rad Basic's Carles Royan a project that has decided to recreate Visual Basic 6 on
modern platforms. Does that sound like a project you know and love? It also decided to recreate modern platforms in the basic format? *wink wink* this episode we talk to CARLES Royan about RAD Basic, a project that has decided to recreate Visual Basic 6 on modern platforms. Does that sound like a
professional... Watch me pretend to clone among us in QB64 when in reality I'm just writing enough code for a crewmate to wander around the map.818 gefällt dasAll Things DOS; my own little corner of FaceBook where people in all walks of life can share... 1.376 gefällt das Vintage 8 Bit Museum aims to
preserve the hardware, software and memories of the home computer revolution.1.666 gefällt dasImpara a programmare da zero. E' semplice, ti seguiremo e aiuteremo per riuscire nel brings intento... QBASIClinguaggio di programmazioneSchermata di benvenutoAutoreMicrosoft Data di origine1991
Ultima versione4.5 Paradigmiprogrammazione procedural procedure Tipizzazioneforte Influenzato daBasic Implementazione di riferimentoSistema operativoMS-DOS, Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows Me, PC DOS, OS/2, eComStation Linguainglese LicenzaProprietaria Modifica dati su Wikidata ·
Manuale Qbasic è un dialetto del linguaggio di programmazione BASIC, creato nel 1991 dalla società statunitense Microsoft. Come indica il prefisso Q, short for di Quick (veloce/rapido), la caratteristica peculiare di questo linguaggio è la semplicità con cui si può ottenere un programma per l'esecuzione di
azioni un personal computer. Below a fine degli anni take the story linguaggio si era diffuso sopranoless nelle scuole, dove veniva utilizzato per comporre semplici disegni o programmi elementari. Esempio di programma Un esempio di semplice programma, il famoso Hello world (in italiano Ciao mondo!):
10 CLS 20 PRINT Ciao, mondo! Ogni riga è suddivisa parts: the label, consisting of a and one or more instructions. Technically, QBASIC is a top-down procedural language, i.e. it has a sequential flow that starts with the first instruction (top) and continues downwards. It is also a routine language: this
means that when the operation (or procedure) is complete, the program must restart. The QBASIC language is mostly based on external resource management and has its own instructions for displaying geometric figures: in fact, the only drawing commands available are CIRCLE (for drawing a circle),
LINE (for drawing a line or rectangle), and PAINT (to color the interior of a geometric image), as well as other small instructions such as PSET to light a single pixel. In the example below, the print phrase enters the word video greeting. In our case, without a suspension clause and no instructions, the loop
is infinite. 10 PRINT Hey 20 GOTO 10 Instead, to create a new blank screen, you need to type CLS: 10 CLS 20 PRINT After 3 seconds this page will be removed... 30 SLEEP 3 ' waits 3 seconds for 40 CLS instructions DO . LOOP you can repeat the statement several times: 10 CLS 20 DO 30 LOCATE
28, 1' goes to row 28 and column 140 PRINT Press ESC to end program 50 LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ = CHR$(27) ' to end the program only when you press ESC with code 27 For graphics, the main instruction is LINE: it allows you to draw lines. Here's an example: 10 SCREEN 12 20 COLOR 11' from now
on, everything typed or tracked will be blue. 30 LINE (300, 200)-(300, 300) 40 LINE (300, 300)-(400, 300) 50 LINE (400, 300)-(400, 200) 60 LINE (400, 200)-(300, 200) 70 PAINT (310, 210) ' fills the square area in blue. 80 COLOR 15' lights up white. 90 PRINT This is a square! QBASIC programs have
been created with several programs, especially video games. The most famous are: Pacman, the conversion of namco's famous arcade game. Gorillas, a game where two gorillas compete against each other with exploding bananas. Nibbles, a video game inspired by Gremlin Industries' Blockade (1976).
The new QBasic dialects are included in ms-DOS 5.0 and later, including Microsoft Windows 95. It is based on the QuickBASIC version before 4.5, but it does not include a translator or linker. Since the mid-1990s, the BASIC language of the original language has evolved with graphics and new technical
solutions (event programming and object programming), while QBasic has not been developed. Today, there are some open source translators online, such as QB64, that allow you to translate programs written on QBasic 64-bit Windows, macOS and Linux. The free version of Windows 10 is available on
the Microsoft website. The page defines the interpreter and specifies that it can be used in quickBASIC programs running. Related entries FreeBASIC GW-BASIC Microsoft BASICA QuickBASIC Visual Basic QB64 Other projects Other Wikimedia Commons Wikimedia Commons projects contain images
or other files in QBASIC Microsoft Store External Links (Online) microsoft.com. Authority ControlLCCN (EN) sh90005769 Microsoft Portal Computer Portal Video Games Extracted 2 The entry or section of this topic's operating systems does not mention the necessary sources or are insufficient. You can
improve this item by adding citations from trusted sources according to the source documentation. OS/2 operating systemOS/2 Warp 4DeveloperIBM and Microsoft Release currentWarp 4.52 (December 2001) Core TypeIbrido Platforms supporttex86 Development StageInterroct Site
webwww.ecomstation.com Edit Data in wikidata · Manual OS/2 is an operating system family developed by IBM on its personal computers. History Development The development of the OS/2 operating system began in 1984 after the first IBM AT PC was launched. This model was the first personal
computer with an 80286 processor that enabled protected mode support, a technology that allowed the operating system to remain stable in case of crashes or application malfunctions. The project was started by IBM, which was joined by Microsoft and later developed exclusively by IBM. The first version
in 1987 released the first version of OS/2, called CP/DOS. It didn't have a graphical interface, but only one text mode: multitle, but only one app was visible at a time, while the others worked in the background. He also introduced a new executable file format, NE or New Executable, based on separate
sections of code and data. In the 2000s, Serenity System signed an agreement with IBM to deploy a new operating system based on the core of the latest version of OS/2 Warp: this new operating system, or new version of OS/2, was named eComStation. The development of IBM OS/2 was frozen and
technical assistance was discontinued on 31 December 2006. The latest OS/2 version was from version 2002, version 4.52, also known as OS/2 Convenience Pack 2. However, IBM continued to upgrade OS/2 over the years, increasing support for new technologies: Java 1.4, USB 2.0, Journaled File
System (JFS) and NVidia, ATI and Matrox screen cards. On August 28, 2009, a version was released in agreement with Serenity Systems. 2.0 Silver release. A description of excellent stability, it had little diffusion because early versions required considerable memory resources, and historically lacked
applications. It never caught up with competing end-user operating systems, although IBM tried to distribute much-improved versions 3.0 and 4.0 for free in the ad transfer. However, OS/2 became a ni9 in the banking sector, where it maintained a certain foundation for years. Versions version 1.1, Trimara
Version 1.1, codenamed Trimaran, were released in 1988: this time it included a graphical interface, presentation management, available in two versions: Standard Edition and Extended Edition (SE and EE); The EE version included database management and a communications manager. Version 1.2,
Sloop In 1989, version 1.2, codenamed Sloop, was released with an improved Program Manager: a new HPFS file system and programming language, REXX, appeared in the extend edition. At the same time, 80386 processors were emerging, so IBM put OS/2 version 2.0 into production, fully 32-bit and
only an 80386 processor, giving up the old 286. But the alliance with Microsoft was put to the test by a long period of time imposed by IBM, delaying the final deployment of the graphical user interface of the new operating system. Soon after, Microsoft decided to pull out of the project to develop its own



version of OS/2, which was later renamed Windows NT. From the end of the 1990s, IBM took sole responsibility for the development of OS/2. Version 1.3 In 1991, IBM released the first fully developed version at home. The code still had many parts common to Microsoft, but some changes; all new
additions are made in IBM: OS/2 1.3 was faster, more stable and more compact than the previous one, thanks also to the new exchange algorithm. There were a lot of new drivers, installation was easier, system fonts were redesigned, while the video driver supported resolutions up to 1024 x 768. RexX
was also included in standard edition. Version 2.0, DOS OS/2 Emulation 2.0 was released in 1992. It was the first real 32-bit operating system for the computer. It was equipped with DOS emulation through virtual DOS machines (VDM) so that DOS programs believe they were running on a computer
dedicated to them. It also included a licensed version of Windows, called Win-OS2, through which you can also run programs for Windows 3.0/3.1. WorkPlace Shell (WPS), an object-centing user interface that was integrated into OS/2 Presentation Manager as one of the the strength of the operating
system. Some WPS ideas came from the Amiga world thanks to an agreement between IBM and Commodore that included, among other things, a special rexx language license for the Amiga world: AREXX. Version 2.1, Presentation Manager The following year, version 2.1 was released, introducing a
major novelty: advanced presentation management with multimedia features, renamed Multimedia Presentation Manager/2 (MMPM/2). Support for Win-OS/2 was also introduced for the APM power saving standard, PCMCIA interface, and TrueType support, while all codes were verified and optimized.
Versions 2.11 and 2.11, SMP Later released versions 2.11 and 2.11 SMP. The latter added symmetric multiprocessing support for up to 16 processors and additional optimizations, although OS/2 continued to function properly with RAM of at least 8 MB at a time when RAM was expensive and computers
were usually equipped with up to 4 MB. After realizing this commercial barrier, IBM steered the development of the operating system toward versions with optimized memory usage, which can provide acceptable performance even on computers with low RAM. Version 3.0, Warp In 1994 came OS/ 2 3.0[3]
which is perfect for up to 4 MB of RAM. This new version included much improved WPS and native support for TCP/IP as well as the Internet. In addition to the operating system, a CD for OS/2 applications, the Bonus Pack, was released. Version 3.0, Connect and Server Later released two other OS/2
3.0 versions called Connect and Server, which integrated a series of IBM network tools that escaped the excellent stability achieved by OS/2, making it a good platform for web servers. Version 4.0, Merlin In 1996, the latest full version of OS/2, Warp 4.0 (codenamed Merlin) was released. Warp 4 sported
a new graphical look, integrated the network tools of the previous version of Connect, and also provided a universal web client capable of connecting to virtually all networks and existing protocols (the list was very extensive). It also supported file synchronization and remote access management, which
allows you to connect to your computer from any drive connected to the network. However, the commercial fate of OS/2 was sealed. In 1997, IBM decided to stop investing in the development of later versions. Version 4.5, Aurora In 1999, IBM denied rumors of a 5.0 version of OS/2, but updated it in
return for the last time and released Warp Server for eBusiness codenamed Aurora: Version 4.5, which integrates several new technologies: JDK 1.1.6, JFS, LVM or Logical Volume Manager, which replaced the now obsolete optimized TCP/IP stack, I2O architecture for I/O, transparent nt server
management, SMP support for up to 64 processors, optimal performance with 8, new kernel. In 2000, IBM released the Convenience Pack, which combined all previous fixpacks and effectively included a new version of Warp Server for eBusiness and Warp 4: the latter has a new core based on WSeB
released the previous year, in 2002 in package 2. In its opinion of 12 July 2005[4], IBM officially announced that it would dissertation the marketing and support of its Os/2 Warp V4 and OS/2 Warp Server operating systems for its eBusiness products and set the final date for its retirement on 23 December
2005 and the standard support on 31 December 2006. IBM suggested to its OS/2 customers that GNU/Linux be seen as an alternative operating system. Note ^ Unless you purchase custom support. ^ ^ Warp, in tribute to the Star Trek sci-fi saga. ^ OS/2 Withdrawal from marketing and supported
bibliography change by Wendy Goldman Rohm, The Microsoft Report, Garzanti Editore, 1999. ISBN 88-11-73868-7 50 billion bet, Ultimobyte, Vol. 5, No 6-7, July-September 1991, p. 6-10. Tiziano Martelli, OS/2 - Guide to operating system 2, Il piacere del computer, Franco Muzzio &amp; C. Editore,
1988, ISBN 88-7021-412-5. IBM OS/2 2.1, MCmicrocomputer, No. 131, Rome, Technimedia, July-August 1993, p. 164-169, ISSN 1123-2714 (WC · ACNP). IBM OS/2 Warp Version 4, MCmicrocomputer, No. 172, Rome, Technimedia, April 1997, 228-233, ISSN 1123-2714 (WC · ACNP). OS/2 - Il gross
anatroccolo diventa swan, MCmicrocomputer, c. 126, Roma, Technimedia, February 1993, p. 270-274, ISSN 1123-2714 (WC · ACNP). The OS/2 column continues in almost all subsequent digits up to 214. IBM-related entries Other projects Wikimedia Commons Wikimedia Commons contains images or
other files on os/2 External Links eComStation ecomstation.com. Italian documentation on OS/2 and eComStation, ecomstation.it. OS/2 and eComStation programs are ecomstation.it. IBM officially announced the cessation of technical www-306.ibm.com (archived from the original URL on April 27, 2006).
— (IT) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Official Website, ecomstation.com. — (IT) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, OS/2, is Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. Supervision: authoritiesVIAF (EN) 180302898 · LCCN (EN) n91040644 computer portal: Use Wikipedia entries that deal with computer
science Extract
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